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A Recovery For All: the Case for Robust Public Investment in Connecticut

As the COVID-19 pandemic is laying bare, there are extreme racial and economic inequalities in Connecticut that must be dismantled. We need to make dramatic investments in our struggling communities in order to provide quality education, health care, housing, and so much more for ALL residents in Connecticut, not just the wealthy few.

While communities across the state desperately need major public investment in order to survive and prosper, some elected officials are pushing the same kind of harmful austerity policies that have long contributed to pain and suffering throughout the state. The impact of these policies has only been exacerbated over the last year, through the crushing impact of the pandemic and resulting economic crisis. If we want to rebuild a better state and reduce Connecticut’s long-standing racial and economic disparities, we can’t afford to continue the status quo approach.

The case against austerity is clear...
Austerity hurts Black and Brown communities, reinforcing structural racism

Connecticut is one of the richest states in the country, but also one of the most inequitable.¹ Austerity policies further exacerbate inequalities faced by communities of color.

Connecticut’s government has slashed its staff and payroll by at least 21% in the last decade.²

- Black workers, who disproportionately work in the public sector, and women, who make up half the state’s workforce, are heavily impacted.³

Connecticut’s state government is critically understaffed.

- This disinvestment in public services has led to fewer healthcare staff for vulnerable patients, more barriers to timely unemployment payments for people out of work, and fewer educators for the state’s schools, colleges, and universities.⁴

More austerity cuts will be disastrous for Connecticut’s Black and Brown communities as they grapple with the continued health and economic fall-out of the COVID-19 pandemic:

- Black residents were more than 2.5 times more likely to die from COVID-19 than whites in 2020, adjusting for age.⁵

- Latino residents were nearly 2 times more likely to die from COVID-19 than whites, adjusting for age.⁶

- Black unemployment has skyrocketed and people of color are facing enormous housing and food insecurity.⁷
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Austerity is often used as an excuse to cut vital public services for working people—and only slows economic growth in the process.

Taking money out of the economy through austerity is not the solution to an economic downturn. Why? Because austerity sets off a downward spiral.

The research is clear: Austerity prolongs recessions and weakens job growth.

After the Great Recession, states pushing austerity saw slower economic growth and worse outcomes than states that increased public investments.

**States that imposed spending cuts saw more people put out of work, faster.**

- According to the Economic Policy Institute, austerity also delayed a recovery to pre-recession unemployment rates by over four years.

**On the other hand, states that increased spending on public services and investments helped private employment stabilize during the recession.**

- Public investments also help people who have lost jobs, or had their hours cut, rejoin the economy more quickly.
A Recovery For All: Why Connecticut needs robust public investment

In order for Connecticut to advance an equitable Recovery For All, public investment must be increased, especially for services and programs that help the most vulnerable.

Why robust public investment is the smart path to economic growth in Connecticut:

---

**One dollar invested in preventive care can save an estimated $5.60 in future health spending.**

**Public investments in green infrastructure can have a benefit-to-cost ratio of over 2-to-1.**

**Every dollar invested in K-12 public education yields an average of three dollars in future economic benefits.**

**Public investment also boosts private sector productivity, with an estimated 30% rate of return.**

---

**Policy Recommendations**

Connecticut must rebuild and recover based on principles of equity and justice. Essential workers, working families, and communities of color can’t afford to pay to close the budget gap.

**It’s time for Connecticut to adopt an equitable state budget that lays the foundation for a real Recovery For All. This means:**

- **Repairing our regressive tax structure** by relieving the burden on working families and requiring the wealthy few to contribute more to the common good of all.
- **Investing in all the programs and services** our struggling communities need.
- **Taking a major step toward** eliminating the extreme racial and economic disparities that have divided us for decades.
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Contributors

**Recovery For All CT** is a statewide coalition of labor, community, and faith organizations representing more than half a million residents—Black, Brown, and white. We are united in a long-term mission to eliminate the extreme inequalities in this state and build a more just, democratic, and egalitarian Connecticut. [https://www.recoveryforallct.com/](https://www.recoveryforallct.com/)

**The Center for Popular Democracy** is a nonprofit organization that promotes equity, opportunity, and a dynamic democracy in partnership with innovative base-building organizations, organizing networks and alliances, and progressive unions across the country. [www.populardemocracy.org](http://www.populardemocracy.org)

**The Hedge Clippers** are working to expose the mechanisms hedge funds and billionaires use to influence government and politics in order to expand their wealth, influence and power. We're exposing the collateral damage billionaire-driven politics inflicts on our communities, our climate, our economy and our democracy. We're calling out the politicians that do the dirty work billionaires demand, and we're calling on all Americans to stand up for a government and an economy that works for all of us, not just the wealthy and well-connected. [https://hedgeclippers.org/about](https://hedgeclippers.org/about)
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